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Introduction to the research 

BACKGROUND

Having identified that social media plays an important part in the decision making

process around planning holiday trips, VisitBritain asked FreshMinds to help it to

understand what role social media plays and how it can best use this channel to

generate bookings for the UK.

VisitBritain‟s previous research has shown that there are multiple sources of

information which influence potential visitors‟ opinions of the UK. This project aimed

to understand how these strands come together to influence holiday destination

decisions.

This report provides a detailed analysis of the research we conducted to help you

address these questions and optimise VisitBritain‟s current social media activity.

AIM AND KEY RESEARCH QUESTIONS

AIM Key research questions

To understand how Britain and 

competitors appear on the social 

media radar as a must see 

destination and how this triggers an 

actual holiday booking

Key research questions:

> What role does social media play in inspiring and 

influencing potential visitors to Britain?

> What are the crucial „social media touch points‟?

> What are the crucial influences on the customer 

decision making journey?

> How do the many sources of information and 

strands of influence come together to shape the 

decision making process?

> How does social media influence this?

> How important are the different elements of social 

media? When and how do they exert their 

influence?

> How does social media change Britain from being a 

place that people want to travel to into a destination 

they are actually going to travel to?

> Where in this process could VisitBritain get 

involved?
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We conducted in-depth telephone interviews and ran a ten day 

online community to answer your research objectives

RESEARCH APPROACH
> Our approach centred on two core methodologies: qualitative telephone interviews and an 

online qualitative platform. We conducted in-depth interviews across the USA, Australia and 

Italy and ran a ten day online community to answer VisitBritain‟s research objectives.

> This approach allowed us to first gather insight into the overall process by which people 

developed a consideration set for holiday destinations through an open qualitative 

telephone discussion. The online community-style forum is an engaging, interactive 

methodology which allowed us to set tasks which mimicked the process of choosing a 

holiday. Throughout the online forum we gradually focused the activities more directly 

around the use of social media. 

> When setting out on this project we recognised that the holiday decision making process is 

complex and that it might be difficult to investigate retrospectively. Therefore, we developed 

an approach to this project which allowed us to „walk‟ through the process with respondents 

and understand how they are influenced by a range of sources throughout the decision 

making journey. 

> FreshMinds worked closely with VisitBritain to design the research activities.

> Participants were recruited with the expectation that they would need to spend 10 minutes 

per day (50-60 minutes per week) taking part in research activities or online conversations.

> Respondents were incentivised €25 (or equivalent) at the end of the first five days, and €25 

at the end of the project

RESPONDENT PROFILE
Respondents were pre-screened using an online 

survey. 45 respondents completed telephone 

interviews, 43 logged in to the online community 

and 42 completed all the activities.

Sample profile

> Australia, US and Italy

> International leisure travellers

> Had travelled long-haul in last five years 

(Australia and US)

> Aged18 and over

> Access to online and active social media 

users

> Main or joint decision maker for leisure 

holidays

> Have financial means to travel 

internationally

> Did not reject Britain outright as a 

destination

Participant 

screening and 

recruitment

Kick off 

meeting and 

project 

planning

In-depth 

qualitative 

interviews

Design of 

online 

activities

Two week 

online 

discussion 

forum

Analysis and 

reporting

AN OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

The diagram below shows our overall approach to this project. These stages are explored in more detail on the following slides.
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Context: Holidays and Britain as a destination

> Culture, activities and relaxation were key drivers for holidays.

> Reasons to avoid a destination divided into those which can be challenged with 

marketing messages and those which can not. Lack of cultural experience and lack of 

entertainment were those which could be managed. However, security and political 

turmoil were front of mind for our respondents as reasons to avoid a destination and 

these are more difficult to challenge. The perception of a destination as expensive was a 

major deterrent.

England and Britain as destinations:

> England: England appeared high up as an aspirational destination. However, on further 

probing it appeared that many respondents were referring largely to London when they 

talked about England. Motivation for visiting England centred around themes like 

sightseeing, heritage and ancestry (particularly for Australians). Italians were also keen 

to come for the shopping opportunities.

> Britain: respondents rarely referred to Britain and there were only a few mentions of 

other regions or countries within the UK.

> It appears that Britain is not widely understood as a destination and much emphasis is 

placed on London.

> Travel plays a very important role in people‟s lives and is about learning about new 

cultures, meeting new people and experiencing new cultures. This concept of 

broadening horizons emerged more strongly than the idea of taking a break from 

every day life.

> Beach holidays and city breaks are the most popular types of holidays.

> When travelling people are keen get to know the local culture, experience the local 

food and see the sights.

> Most people are nomadic and move around between places of interest to them at 

their destination
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Social media is a key source of inspiration... and Facebook is 

king

> Social media, and in particular Facebook, provides a visual accompaniment to the 

experiences of friends and family through photo sharing. In this way social media 

is a complement to an existing influence as much as an influence in its own right

> Photos are at the core of this process but videos and posts also act as sources of 

inspiration.

> Social media has very much a passive role in this process. It is not actively 

consulted but as it plays a key part in people‟s daily lives it exerts an almost 

unconscious influence. 

> Linked to this is the fact that the primary motivation for posting about holidays on 

social media sites is to share experiences rather than to share information.

> Some respondents stated that social media did not play a role in their decision 

making process, but this appeared to be a combination of a very narrow definition 

of social media and the passive, unconscious nature of the influence.

> Facebook is foremost in this process, however YouTube and Twitter are also 

present here.

> The influence here comes through friends, family or friends-of-friends, meaning 

that it is difficult for organisations to tap into this process. To be play a part here 

the person must be seen to be „someone like me‟.

> People are constantly open to inspiration about holiday destinations. Whether through social interaction, social media or 

traditional media, there is a constant process of considering destinations. 

> Friends and family are a key source of inspiration for holiday destinations and their experiences are often sources of 

inspiration for possible holiday destinations.

> Respondents reinforced the idea that social media acts to strengthen connections, particularly where friends and family 

are separated geographically.
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Word of mouth is the most trusted source of information 

when deciding on a destination

> Overall online sources were seen as the next most 

trustworthy. Those sites which had a trusted offline brand 

were viewed more positively because this pedigree proved 

that it had been established over time, with regularly 

updated information written by experiences travellers.

> Review sites and blogs inspired ambivalence, with some 

trusting them implicitly and others assuming that they 

needed to be taken with a pinch of salt.

> Airline and accommodation sites were the next most 

trustworthy source.

Official tourism sites

> When official tourism sites were mentioned they were 

generally seen as reliable, particularly for activities such as 

museums.

> Americans and Australians were positive about official 

tourism sites.

> Italians were more split and some felt that these sites were 

biased.

> Word of mouth is seen as the most trusted source of information. Throughout the process of deciding where to go on 

holiday people continue to be influenced by the experiences of their friends, family, friends of friends and to a lesser 

extent strangers. Receiving information from strangers is greatly facilitated by social networking sites

> People develop a „circle of trust‟, to be included in this the „source‟ has to be seen as „someone like me‟ and not be 

„selling‟. 

> The negative influence of „selling‟ extends to travel agents and even to sites such as TripAdvisor, where some 

respondents felt that reviews were posted by hoteliers or others with a vested interest.
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The booking process changes for different elements of a 

holiday 

Booking flights

> Airline websites are often the first port of call when booking flights.

> Travel agents have taken a back seat in the US but are still used in Australia and Italy.

> For short-haul and less complex breaks people are happier making bookings independently online. 

For long-haul holidays or when travelling abroad for the first time travel agents play a more 

important role.

> Travel agents do not inspire blind trust. People tend to go back online to check prices and reviews 

and use these as a negotiation point with their travel agent.

> Australians tend to use airline websites and comparison sites more. Americans are the most 

confident online and Italians are most likely to book packages they have negotiated with their 

travel agents.

Booking accommodation

> Booking accommodation follows a similar pattern to booking flights, with online information being 

combined with advice from travel agents.

> The exception is Americans who tend to book directly with the hotel online.

Booking activities

> Official tourism websites and travel guidebooks play a much larger role here than at other points in 

the booking process. 

> Most travellers tend to book activities when they arrive in a destination. The reasons for this are 

twofold, first staying flexible is seen as a positive, second the risk of incurring cancellation fees 

causes concern

> The sources that are most used and trusted vary depending on what is being booked. In the earlier stages, i.e. booking 

flights and accommodation, online plays a major role. However, when booking activities, travellers tend to move to travel 

guidebooks.

> Sites that are seen as „facilitators‟ of the booking process are more likely to be used. Being viewed in this way involves 

pulling together multiple sources and types of information. For example, sites that combine price comparisons and reviews 

would be viewed positively. 
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Most people are viewers of social media content rather than 

contributors

Being a fan, following or ‘liking’

> Receiving news updates is a prominent driver for becoming a fan, following or liking 

someone or something on a social media site. Several respondents mentioned wanting to 

get updates from places that they had visited or felt engaged with. 

> Respondents who were fans, followed or liked a brand were very positive about the effect 

it had on their perception of the brand. For many, it felt like quite a personal relationship.

YouTube

> Though YouTube was generally used for light entertainment, some respondents did see it 

as a source of information, for example for videos demonstrating hobbies.

> Some respondents mentioned that videos had inspired them to travel to certain 

destinations.

Twitter

> Twitter use was prevalently among younger American respondents.

> It was largely used to keep in touch with friends.

> Those that followed brands were interested in product updates and deals, and those who 

followed celebrities saw this as a „guilty pleasure‟.

Travel review sites and blogs

> These sites played a role in both inspiring people and in helping them narrow down their 

destination choices. 

> Passive rather than active use of social media is prevalent, meaning that most people view content but do not tend to 

upload it.

> Facebook is an exception to this, users tend to both view and upload information.

> Some respondents were reluctant users of Facebook and many stated their reason for using Facebook as being to stay in 

touch with family or friends.

> However, social media does play a role in influencing holiday decisions, with photos being a key inspiration.
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> No particular source of information, other than friends and family, emerged as key to the decision making process. Instead, people reviewed sources 

of information as a whole, and made decisions based on very specific needs linked to a specific holiday consideration.

> Travel content that demonstrated a presenter or writer’s experience and local knowledge was seen as the most engaging and trustworthy.

> Respondents were also more likely to use sources which better facilitated the decision making process, for example price comparison sites or travel 

and accommodation booking options that were integrated with reviews. Ease of access, attractive special offers, regular updates and convenience 

were key qualities of online sources.

When factors have an influence in the planning process

Timeline of the planning process

When mapped out over time, the planning process is highly iterative and in many ways continuous. Respondents tended to 

consult friends, family and colleagues, websites and travel review sites on a continuous basis to gather more information on 

potential holiday destinations that might fit their personal situations. As such there was no „key intervention point‟.

Open to 

inspiration
Thinking about 

going on holiday
Deciding on a destination

At the earliest stages 

of the holiday 

decision –making 

process, respondents 

weighed up the 

experiences of 

friends, family and 

colleagues, often in 

conjunction with 

viewing photos 

online, on 

Facebook, photo 

blogs, Flickr and 

Photobucket

If they were engaged by 

stories and pictures from 

their friends, family and 

colleagues, they would 

often ‘store the 

information in their 

heads’ until the time came 

for them to make their own 

decisions about holiday 

destinations.

During this time general 

news updates, travel 

shows and friends keep the 

idea alive.

Cost now becomes a 

determinant issue. 

Respondents tended to 

consider factors such as:

> How much will it cost to 

get there?

> What is the current 

exchange rate?

> How far will my money 

go when I get there?

> How much will 

accommodation and 

local travel cost?

Climate and ability to visit 

at the ‘best time of year’ 

are important, particularly 

for Italian and Australian 

respondents.

Whereas distance to 

destination was key for 

American respondents, who 

typically only had twenty 

days of holiday per year and 

so did not want to spend 

significant amounts of time 

in transit.

Respondents with 

children had to 

consider:

> Can we afford to 

go there during 

school holidays 

(peak season)?

> Should the kids 

come along?

> Are there enough 

activities for the 

children?

> Should the kids 

stay at home?
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Relationship of information sources and decision-making 

factors in planning a holiday

Information gathering: unspecified

(the dreaming phase):

Information likely to have greatest impact: highly 
individual; emotionally appealing; highly visual and 
entertaining; opinionated; linked to significant others; 
speaking to existing hobbies and preferences

Information gathering: Specified

(booking phase)

Information likely to have greatest 
impact: Practical, to the point, links 

to more information, 

independent, 

authoritative

*Activities

After the 

holiday: 

dissemination
Importance of factors at a specific stage Importance of source of information at specific stage

Friends & 

family

Wanting novel 

and cultural 

experiences

Preferred types 

of holidays
Photosharing: 

existing networks

Facebook

updates

Importance of factors at a specific stage Importance of source of information at specific stage

Existing hobbies 

and interests

Friends & 

family

Facebook

updates

Friends & 

family

Official tourism sites, 

fan-pages and feeds

Photosharing: 

existing networks

Friends & family

Cost

Travel comparison 

sites, airlines

Weather

Activities for 

children

Travel time and 

cost

Wanting novel 

and cultural 

experiences

Existing hobbies 

and interests

*Information likely to have greatest impact at activity stage: local culture, food, festivals, specialist travel (e.g. outdoors, 

gay travel, family friendly)

Ease of dissemination

Cost

Activities for 

children
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Recommendations

> VisitBritain should continue with an intensive Facebook strategy as this appears to be the strongest force amongst social 

media, it is where the majority of travel inspiration takes place.

> Equally important will be providing integration with other social media platforms that service travellers‟ needs –especially 

linkages to travel blogging communities, blogs by like-minded travellers and forums where travellers can get in touch with 

each other. 

> Visit Britain should facilitate communication between travellers, locals and potential visitors wherever possible, use of 

forums or LoveUK‟s wall on Facebook should be encouraged. 

> Potential visitors are particularly interested in interacting with locals and this would help to engage them with Britain. 

Developing local guides who potential visitors see as „people like them‟ will help to ensure that the information is seen as 

useful and trustworthy.

> Ensuring that information is targeted to needs is key, for example providing information about family friendly activities or 

locations, information targeted at couples and information for specific communities, such as gay travellers. 

> It is important to consider providing the „what‟s in it for me‟ element for users. For example, photos play a key role in 

influencing people and any strategy that encourages people to post, tag or link their photos to VisitBritain content would be 

key to raising awareness of destinations in the UK. VisitBritain could consider running ongoing competitions or offering 

incentives to encourage tagging. 

> Though Twitter and online video clips do not appear to play a very large role in the decision making process at this stage, it 

is likely that their importance will grow in the near future –online video because a lot of people are already using YouTube 

and because they find videos very engaging; Twitter because indications are, from the US group, that it can play a role in 

linking up holiday choices with special offers and deals.

> Although use of Facebook Deals is only emerging, the use of Groupon and similar sites coupled with the strong influence of 

cost on decision making means that this is likely to be important in the future.

> Making the Twitter feed more visually appealing and ensuring it is linked to other sources would prove useful as indications 

are that Twitter and non-Twitter users also seemed to find the VisitBritain site quite useful once they got passed the loud 

homepage.

> Developing partnerships with other trusted sources could serve VisitBritain well, for example partnerships with Australian TV 

programmes or Italian community sites like Turisti per Caso.
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The holidays that respondents typically take

Beach holidays and city breaks were the most popular choices and often associated with secondary activities like getting to know

the local culture and food, as well as going sightseeing.

Overall preferences for holiday destinations:

What is a Wordle?

A Wordle is a word cloud that takes a list of descriptive words and gives prominence to the words that appear more frequently.

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 
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The holidays that respondents typically take, by region

1. Sightseeing

2. Beach

3. Adventure

4. Culture

5. Relaxation

1. Beach

2. City Breaks

3. Family Breaks

4. Culture

5. Sightseeing

1. Beach

2. City Breaks

3. Culture

4. Relaxation

5. Art

There was little variation across all three regions when people were asked about the holiday destinations they typically take. 

Americans rated sightseeing and adventure higher than the other groups and did not mention city breaks. Australians mentioned

family breaks and Italians mentioned art as a driver to visit a destination. 

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

USA ItalyAustralia
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“Terrorism, earthquakes and a bad exchange

rate would put me off. In the old days the UK

and US were difficult, but now the Australian

dollar is better.”

Australian Male, 45

“If a destination is not kid or family friendly

and if there is a lack of activities – I would not

go.”

Australian Male, 45

What people try to avoid in holiday destinations

> Security/political turmoil

> Language barriers

> Over-subscribed destinations („too touristy‟)

> Safety

> Prohibitive costs

> Travel time to destination

“Something that will put me off a destination is

a country at risk such as Egypt, which at the

moment is experiencing political unrest. I will

avoid any countries with dodgy political

situations.”

Italian Female, 29

> Security/political turmoil

> Propensity for natural disasters

> Prohibitive costs

> Perceived lack of culture at the holiday 

destination

> Places which are not family or child friendly

> Security/political turmoil

> Travel time to destination

> Prohibitive costs

> Perceived lack of culture at the holiday 

destination

> Lack of activities for entertainment such as 

small villages or cities

> Accessible healthcare services

Security and political turmoil were consistently cited as a reason for avoiding destinations and the recent events in Japan, Libya 

and Egypt were often referred to, to make the point. Aside from these, the most common deterrent to visiting a destination was 

prohibitive costs, either in getting there or when currency conversions did not allow money to go the extra mile. A number of

respondents also wanted to experience the „true nature‟ of a destination and tried to avoid places that were perceived to be too

„touristy‟ or to lack a strong cultural experience, Dubai being one example.

“I would avoid places like Egypt because of

the political turmoil. I would have safety

concerns.”

American Male, 30

“I do not like very touristy places. I try to avoid

travelling during the tourist season. I prefer to

blend in with the local culture.”

American Male, 64

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

USA Australia Italy
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Top 10 holiday destinations all respondents wish to visit

1. USA

2. England

3. France

4. Italy

5. Spain

6. South Africa

7. China

8. Canada

9. Greece

10. Thailand

When asked which holiday destinations respondents hope to visit in the next five years, England was the second most 

frequently mentioned. In particular, it was London that respondents mentioned – only a handful of participants mentioned British

regions outside of the capital such Scotland, Cornwall, Stonehenge and „the English countryside‟.

Top 10 Holiday Destinations Overall

6

6

8

7
1 5

3

2

10

4
9

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 
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“I would like to visit London and all the

cultural landmarks like the Tower of London.”

American Male, 30 

“The UK has great culture and it is English-

speaking. I would like to see the castles,

countryside and Big Ben.”

Australian Female, undisclosed 

“London is a big city which is very attractive

to me – all the monuments and history. It is

different there with their wide roads,

compared to Venice where I live.”

Italian Female, 64 

The top 5 holiday destinations people hoped to visit, by 

respondent group

USA

1. France

2. Italy

3. England

4. Spain

5. Israel

Australia Italy

1. Spain

2. England

3. Australia

4. Dominican Republic

5. USA

1. USA

2. England

3. China

4. Canada

5. France

Findings

France and Italy were most often cited by US

respondents when asked where they would like

to travel to in the next five years. Asked why,

the food and culture were most often

mentioned.

Those who mentioned England wanted to see

the sites in London such as the Tower of

London and Big Ben, and pursue „heritage‟

activities.

Italian respondents also showed high diversity

in the choice of holiday destinations they hoped

to visit.

Where England was mentioned, respondents

were exclusively interested in visiting London to

sightsee and shop. A small number of

respondents emphasised that they would like to

visit London to practice their English, because

the US was typically too far away to do this.

Australian respondents mentioned the greatest

diversity of destinations. The West Coast of the

US and New York were most often mentioned.

England was particularly mentioned by those

who have, or had, friends and family living

there, which sparked their curiosity about the

country. A number also mentioned wanting to

visit England to explore their ancestry.

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

Findings Findings
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“It's a great way to get outside of your boundaries and discover 

something you normally would never see if you never left the confines 

of your comfort zone. It's a great way to widen your horizons and shift 

your perspective on the world and sometimes your view on the world.”

American Male, 23

“Travel is very important to me. It adds a way to relax and wind down 

from life – it‟s a way to recharge. Plus experiencing new things is also 

very important to me to keep life interesting.”

Australian Female, 32

“It allows you to get to know not just new places but also new people 

and new cultures.” Italian Female, 55

“Travelling enriches my life because I learn new things,”

Italian Male, 32

“When I travel I like to visit different places and different cities and make 

the most of my holidays.”

Australian Female, 27

“I like to get around. I usually have a hotel that we start and end 

at, but everything in-between can be all over.”

American Male, 32

Do people travel around or stay in one place when 

going on holiday?

Almost all respondents from the United States and 

Australia stated that they liked to travel around as much as 

possible when they are on holiday. This is because they 

want to see as many different places as they can while on 

holiday. 

Amongst Italian respondents the situation was more 

mixed, with half the respondents saying they prefer to stay 

in one place and occasionally taking day trips, and the 

other half saying they like to travel around. 

Those who wanted to stay in one place emphasized 

wanting a relaxing and comfortable holiday.

Do people travel around when they go on holiday?

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

How important is travel to people?

Of all the respondents who discussed the importance of 

their holidays, all said that travel was very important to 

them. Their reasons were diverse, with some saying that 

travel afforded them the opportunity to broaden their 

horizons and get to know new cultures and people, while 

others said it was important to get away from work and 

relax.
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1. Cost
2. Activities
3. Sightseeing

“I keep in mind costs and the types of cultural 
and historical items to see.” 
American Male, 32

Key factors in narrowing respondents choice of holiday 

destination

Overall factors determining holiday destination choice:

What is a Wordle?

A Wordle is a word cloud that takes a list of descriptive words and gives prominence to the words 

that appear more frequently.

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

When respondents were asked what the key factors are when making a decision of where to go, the overriding consideration in 

all three regions was cost, both in getting to the destination and the amount of money they would have to spend once there. This

translated into other factors, such as the availability of travel and accommodation deals.

USA

1. Cost

2. Weather, best season

3. Activities

“Price is a big factor and good weather, 

beaches and the available attractions.”

Australian Male, 33

Australia

1. Cost
2. Travel deals
3. Weather, best season

“Price is important and I look for good deals on 
flights. I love to travel, so I am happy to go 
anywhere if I can afford it.” 
Italian Female, 39

Italy
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The sources of travel information which respondents tap into

Online sources were prevalent when respondents were asked about where they looked for information. In Italy few other types of 

sources were mentioned. Television programmes (Getaway and The Great Outdoors) featured in Australia and The Travel 

Channel was mentioned in the US. US respondents also referred to Travel and Leisure Magazine. EnjoyEngland was mentioned 

by one Australian respondent, who struggled to remember its proper name.

[Source or footnotes here]

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

Travel information sources explicitly mentioned by respondents
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Top 3 trustworthy sources of information by country

Country Trustworthy Ranking Reasoning

USA

1. Word of mouth – friends, family and colleagues
“Travel books are more reliable because they are vetted 

and checked for accuracy.” American Male, 30

2. Traditional media – Rick Steve‟s programme and 

travel guides, various travel magazines

“People and their experiences are the most valuable 

source of information.” American Male, 61

3. Online – airline and accommodation search engines 

“Online information is useful and easily accessible, 

however you have to be careful sometimes.” 

American Female, 55

Australia
1. Word of mouth – friends, family and colleagues

“Friends and family are great and I trust them. Advice 

based on personal experience is invaluable.” 

Australian Male, 45

2. Online – official tourism websites, Lonely Planet, blogs

“Online information is trustworthy because it is updated 

regularly and therefore most accurate.” 

Australian Female, undisclosed

3. Television – Getaway Travel show

“I like the show Getaway because they show you what the 

city has to offer and they tell you about the best places to 

visit.” Australian Female, 33

Italy
1. Word of mouth – friends, family and colleagues

“The personal factor is crucial to me - a person‟s point of 

view gives you a unique perspective.” Italian Male, 55

2. Online – Trip Advisor, Wikipedia flight and 

accommodation search engines and official tourism 

websites

“Websites like viaggiare.it are pretty reliable and online is 

convenient.” Italian Female, 35

3. Print Media – travel magazines, newsletters and travel 

guides

“I use travel newsletters which are official and very 

informative.” Italian Female, 39

Word of mouth was by far the most trustworthy source of information. Respondents did note that they took ideas from friends-

of-friends and people they did not necessarily know into account – a process that is greatly facilitated by social networking sites 

like Facebook. However, Facebook was rarely mentioned as a source of travel information, only for inspiration. Those sources 

that demonstrated up to date information and knowledgeable travel writers and presenters were seen as the second most 

trustworthy – be they print publications like Lonely Planet, travel TV shows, or blogs run by seasoned travellers.
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Base: FreshMinds, 15 interviews conducted with US respondents

Official country websites

The most trustworthy sources of information

Friends and family were considered by Americans to be the most useful sources of information, as they could share real 

experiences, even if these were somewhat limited at times. Though US travellers made a great deal of use of online sources, 

they were careful of how seriously they took them. Still, Trip Advisor and sites run by respected brands and personalities such 

as Rick Steves and Michelin were considered particularly reliable. One respondent noted that a country‟s official tourism 

website was more reliable than other sites. 

“Travel agents are uncreative, just selling 

packages with no personal knowledge of 

the destinations. Websites are a great 

accessible resource and they provide 

recommendations and have a vast amount 

of information that is current and up to 

date.” 

American Male, 46

Travel agents

Online sources

“Online is as reliable as a travel agent.” 

American Female, 61

“Online sources are unreliable because I 

have previously booked hotels after seeing 

pictures online and they are never what you 

expect when you get there.” 

American Male, 64

“Trip Advisor is the most reliable because it 

comes from personal experience.” 

American Male, 31

Travel books

“Travel shows are too idealized [to be 

reliable].” 

American Male, 31

“The Travel Channel because you can get 

information about all the different aspects of 

the city while friends are limited to what they 

have seen.” 

American Female, 28

“Official country websites are more reliable 

than the rest.” 

American Male, 22

Travel shows

Word of mouth

“Friends [are the most reliable] because 

they have been there and can share their 

experiences and then websites are useful 

but can't 100% trust some of the info.”

American Female, 40

“People and their experiences are the most 

valuable source and books are good. 

Online is not perfect information and I‟m 

not sure about their credibility.” 

American Female, 40

“Travel books are more reliable [than 

anything on the internet] because it is vetted 

and online anyone can write anything.” 

American Male, 30

“I really like Rick Steves because I like the 

sites he points out; they‟re great because 

they are run by actual people who have 

been there.”

American Female, 32
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Base: FreshMinds, 15 interviews conducted with Australian respondents

Official country websites

“Websites that aren't by a travel agent or 

business are the best, take government 

tourism websites like Britain‟s: it's not 

glamorised, it's not all jazzed up. They 

don't try to make an obvious sell.”

Australian Male, 45

“The government tourism sites offer the 

most accurate information and are up to 

date.” 

Australian Male, 55

The most trustworthy sources of information

As with the American group, Australians felt that friends and family were the most reliable sources of information. Though there

was a fair degree of ambivalence about the trustworthiness of websites, those respondents who made use of official country 

websites felt that they were very reliable in comparison to other web pages. Travel shows were generally considered good for 

ideas about where to travel next and to get an insight into destinations, especially if the presenters came across as well 

travelled. Still, some respondents felt that they could be too glossy, hiding negative considerations.

“I rely on travel agencies more than online; 

online doesn't really meet my needs, so I'll 

go there first for an initial scan, but travel 

agencies are how I book. They're more 

reliable than online and you meet them, 

talk to them, get their opinion. They 

manage all the issues for me. I like to look 

into their faces and feel connected.” 

Australian Male, 53

“Travel agents are not as trustworthy 

because you can't judge for yourself if the 

accommodation will be good and it's all a 

little out of your control.” 

Australian Male, 55

Travel agents

“Travel Shows are too idealized [to be 

reliable].” 

Australian Male, 31

“Getaway is really good. They show you 

what the city has to offer; they tell you about 

the touristy places and they have a lot of 

experience.” 

Australian Male, 34

“Lonely Planet books are helpful and reliable. 

I‟m not really that familiar with computers, so 

would rather read things on paper than on a 

screen.” 

Australian Female, 52

Travel books

“Expedia is especially good because it 

offers a number to call, to talk to someone 

who can answer queries, and the price 

doesn't change from the site to the 

person.” 

Australian Male, 46

“Wikitravel and friends are too opinion 

based to be trustworthy.”

Australian Male, 52

“Trip Advisor and blogs are too heavily 

opinionated, some information is not 

accurate.”

Australian Female, 34

Travel shows

Word of mouth

“Friends and family, they're not telling you 

to make a sale and they have real 

experiences.” 

Australian Male, 45

“Family and friends who have been to the 

destinations and recommend the place and 

accommodation, and who know the price

of activities [are the most reliable].” 

Australian Female, 32

Online sources
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Base: FreshMinds, 15 interviews conducted with Italian respondents

“The most reliable is Turisti per Caso where 

I can find like-minded people. It is more 

reliable than local tourism sites, Last Minute 

and Trip Advisor... Trip Advisor promotes 

resorts and as such it is biased. At times 

the reviews are contradicting...” 

Italian Male, 56

“Websites such as Viaggiare tend to be 

reliable. I am cautious about conversations 

on forums as I sometimes read excellent 

reviews about accommodation I have been 

to and that I found awful. I suspect hotel 

owners write their own reviews under bogus 

names.” 

Italian Female, 29

Official country websites

“Official sites are good for 'official' 

information such as museums etc. ... 

[But] they are by definition biased. They‟ll 

only tell you about the good things, 

whereas forums or blogs are centred 

around individuals' experiences, good 

and bad.” 

Italian Female, 37

“Official tourism sites' newsletters are [the 

most trustworthy]. They are official and 

very informative.”

Italian Female, 22

“Official sites are reliable but tend to be 

biased as they are centred on the place 

you want to go to and they want to 

promote it... On the other hand, travel 

guide books are as reliable as Wikipedia 

but not as immediate. Travel agents' 

advice is concise and economical.”

Italian Male, 62

The most trustworthy sources of information

Italian participants put a greater emphasis on the importance of personally knowing the source of information than US and 

Australian respondents. They were less likely than US and Australian respondents to view online information as trustworthy, 

with notable exceptions like Turisti per Caso and blogs by people they considered like-minded. Where Italian participants 

commented on official tourism sites, they were more cautious than Australians – where Australians thought the information was 

more reliable because it was less influenced by a sales agenda, some Italians thought the opposite. 

“In my opinion documentaries are closer to 

reality as they offer you images of the place, 

as a visual encounter is important to me. 

Stories from friends come last as I do 

listen to them but they are subjective.”

Italian Female, 50

Online sources

“I trust what people say more than what I 

read on the internet, although the sites I 

visit are generally trustworthy. I would trust 

my friend who did a round the world tour 

more than the one who just went to South 

America.” 

Italian Female, 37

“People's opinions are the most reliable 

source, if I know the person, although I like 

having more than one opinion to compare. 

Specialists or specialised internet sites are 

the second most trustworthy, followed

by official tourism websites.” 

Italian Female, 38

Word of mouth

Travel shows
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Case study of an avid social media user

*Name changed

GH Age: 46

Uses: Facebook, blogs, Twitter, YouTube and Wikipedia

Posts on: Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn

It is very important to see other places and cultures... “you learn so much more than by simply reading a book or watching a TV travel show. It has 

helped me to be more accepting of others and with my understanding of how we in the States are affected by something happening thousands of miles 

away.”

He has a variety of holiday interests, including beach holidays, cultural activities and skiing holidays. For GH it is important for a destination to have a 

lot of things to do and places to see and gave Rome and Milan as examples. His decisions are primarily driven by a need to experience new and 

unique places, returning to childhood places filled with fond memories, and going to places where he can scuba-dive. It is especially important for him 

to find destinations that are child-friendly as he often takes his daughter with him.

He likes to read travel books as they are a very good resource. Speaking to friends who have been there is also a good way to gather information. He 

doesn‟t find travel agents useful as they are “uncreative, just selling packages with no personal knowledge of the destinations.” He likes doing his own 

research online, because trusted travel guides are now easily accessible this way and information on cities of interest is easy to come by. The most 

useful websites for him are Orbit and American Express, with the latter often offering concierge suggestions on places he is visiting.

“Websites are a great accessible resource and they provide recommendations based on a vast amount of information that is current and up to date. 

Even when travelling you can access those websites on your phone and learn something about the city you are in.”

GH has only recently opened accounts on Facebook and Twitter, but already it is having an impact on how he plans his holidays. The latest holiday 

choice was lead by a posting from a „friend of a friend‟ who suggested that a place was really child friendly. He got in contact with the person online 

and then visited the tour operator‟s website himself. 

“We read a posting on Facebook from a friend-of-a-friend which told of a very kid friendly animal viewing safari run by a travel company in Kenya. I 

checked their website and phoned the company. Now we are planning a trip for this October. Without this Facebook posting we probably would not 

have even thought about a trip like this. It makes you realize that we all have different skill sets and life experiences and we can utilize social media 

to share those with each other.”

Social media use

Importance of travel 

Holiday interests

Sources of information 

Influence of social media
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Case study of an avid social media user

*Name changed

PeteH Age: 45

Uses: Facebook, YouTube, blogs, user-review sites, Wikipedia, podcasts, message boards

Posts on: Facebook, blogs, user-review sites, message boards

Up until recently, Pete always got holiday information from travel agents and travel brochures, information sources he found unreliable as there was 

always a strong „marketing push‟. These days he collects all his holiday information online, often starting with airline portals which link to other sources 

such as accommodation booking sites and car rentals. He prefer to make all activity bookings when he arrives, not before.

He is particularly keen to travel to the UK as he has friends and family who live there, and he would like to learn more about his ancestry. Places of 

particular interest to him are Stonehenge, Nottingham Forest and the shopping that he and his partner can do in London. To keep abreast of 

developments in the UK he has signed up to several newsletters from a number of the official tourism sites for areas in the UK, though he could not 

remember specifically what they were called. 

PeteH collects information about destinations from a variety of sources, with family, friends and the experiences of seasoned travellers being the most 

important and reliable. The information he is particularly keen on getting from newsletters, fan-pages and blogs is seasonal activities, festivals and 

wine information. He was the only participant in the research that emphasised the importance of radio in inspiring him to travel to places. He listens to 

a local radio show that invites seasoned travellers to speak about their experiences and share travel tips – as such he thinks it‟s one of the most 

trustworthy sources available to him. He had a similar view of blogs written by the Lonely Planet travel community as the information comes from 

experienced travellers who regularly update information and verify it through an editorial process.

Pete was the only participant who mentioned that he is subscribed to a number of travel fan-pages to gather regular updates, including fan-pages for 

Cornwall, Britain, England, as well as France and Paris. He however could not name them specifically. Still he finds the information incredibly 

interesting and useful, keeping what might be relevant to him, deleting what isn‟t. For him it is essential that information is neutral and unbiased, two 

aspects he values in online official tourism pages; he says: „it‟s not glamorised, it's not all jazzed up, they don't try to make an obvious sell.‟

He feels following tourism fan-pages has improved his view of destinations because he gets to know them better. As to why he joined them, he can‟t 

be sure. He says it was an impulsive decision when he saw that friends were followers or when the option to click „like‟ came up. He says the content 

needs to remain interesting and engaging otherwise he deletes it from his page.

Social media use

Holiday information gathering pattern 

Holiday interests

Sources of information 

Influence of social media
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Case study of an avid social media user

*Name changed

David Age: 30

Uses: Facebook, YouTube, blogs, user-review sites, Wikipedia, Myspace, Badoo, message boards

Posts on: Facebook, blogs, message boards

David considers travel as one of the most important aspects in his life. “Travelling is life”. He also likes to travel with friends.

Like most Italians David prefers package deals. He also has a passion for salsa dancing, which is a key factor when deciding on where to travel. As 

such, he belongs to various online salsa groups, follows a salsa DJ on Facebook, and hopes to one day travel to Santo Domingo to experience the 

salsa club scene there. Other salsa dancers, especially locals, often help him to decide where to go next. “The best advice comes from fellow 

dancers.” Also important to him is the time of year, as he wants to have the best possible experience of a place once he arrives. 

Aside from the salsa groups, the most reliable sources of travel information are friends and family, particularly his brother who is well travelled. He also 

depends on price comparison websites (Lastminute, Easyviaggio, Opodo, Ryanair, Lufthansa, Alitalia, Expedia, eDream), though he rarely makes an 

online purchase because he has no credit card. Instead, he will gather all the best pricing information he can and then approach a trust travel agent to 

negotiate on price. Amongst general online sources, he considers Wikipedia a particularly reliable source of information because it is precise and „not 

manipulated by others‟. 

David is very enthusiastic about Facebook, even though he doesn‟t think it‟s the best source for reliable information. Instead, he believes it is 

invaluable to draw inspiration from, especially for holiday destinations.

“Social media play a fundamental role in my holiday choices in that they allow me through photos and videos to anticipate places I will later 

visit and because they allow me to capture a very useful kind of advice, in a way that would not be available to me through travel agents or 

websites.”

“Navigating on Facebook I very often notice photos or videos from friends of mine, who have been to dream destinations such as Zanzibar or 

the Domenican Republic and other places such as London, New York etc. Seeing these places, the pictures, the comments, the videos made 

me want to go there on holiday.”

Social media use

Importance of travel

Holiday interests

Sources of information 

Influence of social media
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How respondents typically book travel and transport

All respondents made extensive use of online search engines and travel sites to research fares and routes before booking their 

travel. Websites are typically used because they are convenient and offer the best deals – respondents liked to cobble together 

the best options to suit their needs at a particular time. For short-haul travel all bookings tended to be made online, while travel 

agents and package deals remained popular for long-haul travel, particularly amongst Australian and Italian respondents. 

These respondents used travel agents in their booking process in the hope of negotiating greater discounts, but also to hear 

about considerations they had not taken into account. Airline websites were often the first port of call for all respondents.

Websites used:

• Flightline

USA

US respondents exclusively searched online for

flight bookings. They used travel search

engines and price comparison sites before

booking online.

US travellers were particularly keen to book

travel through their airlines‟ websites to collect

air miles.

Australia Italy

Italian respondents also used travel search

engines to locate the best travel prices, but

there was a strong emphasis on securing

package deals covering transport and

accommodation.

Travel agents were extensively used by Italian

respondents, who felt it was the most secure

and trustworthy method of booking, despite the

increased commission costs.

Australian respondents used a wide variety of

travel search engines to gather information and

make bookings.

They also often used an airline in the first

instance to find flight deals. Those that used

travel agents typically tried to negotiate a better

deal using prices gleaned from websites.

Websites Used: Websites Used: Websites Used:

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/home/detect-context
http://www.webjet.com.au/flights/
http://www.travelzoo.com/au/
http://www.avis.co.uk/default.aspx
http://www.lastminute.com/
http://www.lufthansa.com/uk/en/Homepage
http://www.volagratis.com/vg1/voli.do
http://www.statravel.com.au/cps/rde/xchg/au_division_web_live/hs.xsl/home.htm
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How respondents typically book travel and transport

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

“I booked through a travel agency for my last 

trip – I liked it because I had someone to call 

in case anything went wrong. This was our 

first trip overseas and we were more 

comfortable having a contact.”

American Male, 32

“I booked through the American Express 

website because it provides a lot of 

services for free such as travel insurance 

and interruption insurance. They have a 

travel concierge service to talk about the 

trip and they make recommendations for 

the city activities and hotels. These people 

are knowledgeable; they‟ve been there or 

are actually from there. They are the best 

resource I know for international travel.” 

American Male, 36

“I used to do it through a travel agent, but 

now I do it all on the net. You can find 

cheaper packages. Back in the old days you 

didn't have freedom of choice, now you can 

find different places to stay...I like websites 

that are interlinked, suggesting car hire, 

accommodation, airlines etc. I use mostly 

the airlines and follow packaged holidays 

from there.” 

Australian Male, 45

“I go in to see Flight Centre. I prefer that 

because I never get the real price of a flight 

ticket online; there are all sorts of hidden 

costs.”

Australian Female, 27

“Internet: I go directly onto the flight 

companies or train operators' websites, that is 

to say I go directly to the source. I choose this 

method because it is convenient, I can do it 

anytime of the day and night, it is reliable and 

I don't pay commission.” 

Italian Female, 27

“For very long trips I use travel agencies, 

opting for packages if possible. For short 

haul trips I use the internet... I don't book 

long haul flights on the internet because I 

once tried booking flights and 

accommodation myself and I had some 

issues with the hotel. So I have decided to 

use a travel agent who is knowledgeable. I 

normally book packages for flight and hotel 

together, because it is more convenient to 

do so.” 

Italian Female, 55
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How respondents typically book accommodation

When booking accommodation, respondents predominantly used websites to gather pricing information and make bookings. 

Review sites such as Trip Advisor played a much bigger role in the accommodation booking stage, and a number of Italian 

respondents said they went as far as viewing the place they will be staying at on Google Maps. Some respondents recalled 

negative experiences of booking these online, and so often contacted the accommodation by phone to confirm bookings.

Search engines and travel comparison

websites continued to play a role when booking

accommodation. However, once a decision had

been made, respondents were more likely to

book accommodation directly with a hotel than

a travel site.

Italian respondents were less likely than

Australian and US respondents to book

accommodation online, despite extensively

using online review sites. Instead, they

preferred to secure package deals and travel

agents often played a role in negotiating these.

However, where short city-breaks were

concerned, respondents were likely to follow

similar booking routes as the other two regions.

Travel search engines and comparison sites

continued to play a prominent role in

accommodation searches, though travellers

often made their final booking through travel

agents, especially Flight Centre.

Travel agents were often asked for their

opinion on the best hotels to stay at, which

helped narrow down searches.

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

Websites Used: Websites Used: Websites Used:

USA Australia Italy

http://www.wotif.com/
http://www.ratestogo.com/default.asp
http://www.airbnb.com/
http://www.qantas.com.au/travel/airlines/home/detect-context
http://www.lastminute.com/
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How respondents typically book accommodation

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

“I typically book hotels directly through their 

websites. I have occasionally used Travelocity 

– but I‟ve been disappointed. During low-

season I will sometimes just show-up without 

a booking.” 

American Male, 64

“I like to make bookings in person at a local 

agent, but also through friends abroad (e.g. 

a UK friend recently booked me 

accommodation in London). Agents offer 

hotel choices and then I research them 

online and choose the most suitable.” 

Australian Female, 32

“I use YHA.com, Agoda.com, 

lastminute.com. Generally I choose who to 

use based on price, but my preferred 

provider is Agoda.com. I get value added 

services such as free airport pickup from 

them.” 

Australian Male, 52

“I found Expedia is sometimes cheaper than 

booking directly with the hotels. I normally 

book the first or second night at the hotel 

before leaving. I like being flexible with my 

dates, sometimes when you get a place you 

want to stay there longer and it's good to

be able to decide that once you are there.” 

Italian Female, 27

“If I‟m going to rent a flat in a city, I go to 

holidays.com. I typically use a search 

engine to find accommodation under a city‟s 

name and make comparisons. I'd find the 

different hotel options and I'd read reviews 

from people who have been there before. I'd 

then cross check deals on offer with the 

hotel websites to see if there are any last 

minute deals which may be even cheaper 

than booking.com, for example. More often 

than not I book with them but sometimes I 

book directly with the hotels. I choose this 

method because it's convenient and you 

can often cancel up to the day before arrival 

without being charged penalties.”

Italian Female, 55

“I like using Travelocity and Kayak, and use 

American Airlines to book hotels and get 

special deals. It‟s the best way to get a good 

deal. Using American Airlines – I once got a 

hotel for $29 a night with breakfast!” 

American Female, 49

“I had a bad experience in the past, booking 

accommodation online so I don't do it 

anymore now. I do research often after an 

agent has mentioned names of resorts: I go 

to forums and I see what others say about the 

resort. If I had to choose I'd say I trust the 

opinions I find about the resorts on forums 

more than what travel agent tells me. I do this 

because I know the agent well, I want to help 

him out and I trust him although if I find a 

cheaper deal, I book online.”

Italian Female, 32
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Websites used:

• Official travel websites for the

UK and France

• Lastminute.com

• Tour operators

• Registered newsletters, fan-pages*

• Official (government) tourism websites

• Friends and family

• Online sites (generally)

* One respondent

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

Online searches and consulting friends were

the most popular method for collecting

information about activities before travelling.

However, American respondents were

especially keen to consult with hotel concierges

once they arrived at their destinations, who

could give local advice regarding the best

activities and prices.

Italian respondents were more likely to have

activities pre-booked because of the package

deals they preferred to take. However, those

that do not prefer package deals also preferred

to make activity bookings once they have

arrived at a destination.

As with American and Australian respondents,

Italians also researched activities using various

websites and official tourism websites.

Australian respondents were the least likely to

book activities before heading to their

destinations. This was because they wanted to

avoid cancellations and prices that were

possibly inflated.

This group was also the most likely to monitor

official tourism websites, with two respondents

specifically citing British websites, though they

couldn‟t name them exactly.

How respondents find and book activities for their holidays

Mentioned sources:

Respondents rarely booked activities ahead of time, because people want to stay flexible and seek out deals once they arrive at 

the destination. They still researched options online, paying more attention at this stage to official travel websites than at any 

other time. This was particularly true for Australian and Italian respondents. However, other sources of information such as 

family and friends, travel guides, hotel concierges and travel pamphlets also play a larger role, so there are more information 

points in direct competition with official travel websites. 

USA Australia Italy

Websites used:

• American Express website

• Hotel concierge

• Michelin Guide

• Trip Advisor

• Rick Steves travel guides

• Friends and family

• Online sites (generally)

Websites used:

• Google

• Official city sites

• Official (government) tourism

websites

• Online sites (generally)

• Activities included in packages

Mentioned sources: Mentioned sources:
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How respondents typically book activities for their holidays

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

“[I take into account] what travel agencies and 

friends tell me. I‟ll book through the hotel when 

I get there, for reliable companies to use. 

Michelin Guide are also a great source of 

recommendations.” 

American Male, 32

“I‟ll book some things online if prompted by 

travel websites when booking, because it‟s 

convenient. Other times I‟ll wait until we 

arrive to decide what we‟ll do upon advice 

from locals and book on the spot.”

American Female, 40

“I don't worry about that till I get to the 

destination; I don't like booking ahead 

because you could waste money if 

something gets cancelled. You might also 

find freebies at the destination once you 

arrive.” 

Australian Male, 45

“I like to look at the local [official] tourism 

websites, like for Britain, and websites for 

specific attractions, like the Tower of London.” 

Australian Female, 32

“I don't book activities in advance, generally. I 

look up tourism sites or official city sites on the 

internet before I go but I tend to organise 

activities when I am at the destination already, 

often on the spur of the moment.” 

Italian Female, 27

“Normally I don‟t book activities beforehand 

unless I learn via forums that I can save 

money or jump queues doing so. On our 

last trip for instance I bought a city pass for 

New York via Expedia. I also look up official 

tourism websites where these kinds of 

things are mentioned, but we also ask 

locals what the best activities to do are 

once we are at the destination. I do it this 

way because it‟s more convenient and it 

means I don‟t have to waste time with 

arrangements once I arrive.” 

Italian Male, 37

“I go through the Rick Steves book and find 

out what there is to do and will book it 

directly or go through the hotel, if they have 

suggestions.” 

American Female, 32
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How respondents share their holiday experiences

How? Why?

USA
Though holiday experiences are most often 

shared in person, Facebook was the preferred 

online method of sharing holiday information. 

Photo blogs and Myspace were occasionally 

used.

Travel videos tend not to be posted online, but 

rather shown to family and friends, in person.

“Facebook is the best and easiest way to show everybody and the

camcorder is great so everyone can see where you went and it is a great

keepsake.”

American Male, 32

“Posting online to Facebook is fun and I usually find other peoples‟ pictures

inspiring – so hopefully they feel the same about mine.”

American Male, 32

Australia As with American respondents, holiday 

experiences are preferably shared in person, 

but Facebook is by far the most popular online 

tool. Photobucket, travel blogs and Trip

Advisor were also mentioned.

“I post on Facebook to keep in touch with people, especially those abroad,

and give more details about the holiday and to share the experience more.”

Australian Female, undisclosed

“I prefer the personal aspects of telling people about my holiday. I do post a

few photos on Facebook but I don't comment on them. It's just to give an

impression.”

Australian Female, 55

Italy Sharing experiences in person was the 

dominant means of communicating holidays, 

followed by Facebook. 

Italian respondents appeared less likely to use 

tools other than Facebook to share holiday 

experiences, though two respondents 

mentioned that they post on Trip Advisor.

“I post online because it is convenient. I can show more people the same

thing without having to see these people one by one. Also, I like taking

pictures so I like having people compliment or comment to me on the

pictures I have taken.”

Italian Male, 36

All respondents said they shared their holiday experiences with friends, family and colleagues – none specifically said they 

share information with an unknown audience except for posting reviews online. The majority of respondents shared photos 

using a combination of online photo albums (e.g. Facebook, photo blogs and Photobucket), emails and in-person-sharing. Only 

a very small handful of respondents said they published reviews (online and offline) or shared links back to travel fan-pages.
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Types of social media respondents use

• Looking at six key social media platforms, respondents tended to be passive, rather than active, users of these sites. (Active 

use has been defined here as uploading information on a regular basis). The exception was Facebook where nearly all 

users both viewed and uploaded information.

• Though a high number of respondents watch videos on YouTube, very few people upload video clips.

• Italian respondents viewed product-review sights such as Trip Advisor far more than they read blogs and used Twitter.

• US respondents were far more likely than other respondents to use Twitter to collect information and share information

• Though social media like Facebook Places, Foursquare, Flickr and Photobucket are used, their use is still in the minority.

The proportion 

(%) of 

participants 

who viewed 

content in the 

last month

The proportion 

(%) of 

participants 

who uploaded

content in the 

last month

29%

47%

47%

80%93%

76%

93%100%

67%

100%

100%

93%

44% 31%All 

respondents

53%

40%

53%

27% 20%

13%

40%

0%100%

73%

80%

82% 24%16%

7%

20%

13%

7%

13%

7%

9% 9%

13%

20%

13%

7%

Less likely to be used by participants

Key

Italian respondents 

were also more likely 

than others to make 

extensive use of 

message boards, to 

collect and share 

information about their 

hobbies, including 

travel
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• All the respondents in the research used Facebook on a regular basis, though some of the older respondents in Italy and 

Australia acknowledged they do it reluctantly and only to keep in touch with family. 

• A very high number of respondents used it to share holiday experiences with each other – they either uploaded their own 

holiday photos and comments, or drew inspiration from content uploaded by others. One respondent mentioned belonging 

to groups with information about places she felt attached to.

• Though most respondents use Facebook to track events and bands, relatively few were fans of specific brands and 

celebrities, with just one mentioning that he was a fan of a „few‟ British tourism websites. 

• Those that were fans tended to only follow news updates and not interact with others on the fan page.

“So far I have used Facebook to keep up with family and friends, 

basically the same thing I had always used e-mail for.”

Australian Female, 46

“My son worked in London for a couple of years and that's the main 

reason I signed on to Facebook so he could send me all the 

pictures of his weekends and holidays around Europe....I only keep 

up with Facebook now because I found a lot of my old schoolmates 

on it and we stay in contact to catch up.” 

Australian Female, 53

“I use Facebook to keep in contact with friends and family and 

share photos with long time friends, sharing photos from different 

holidays. I don‟t use any other socal media sites... I used to use 

Myspace but not anymore.” 

Australian Female, 27

“The only social network I use is Facebook. I am not obsessed...but 

every day I access it and check the pictures posted by friends or by 

the groups I belong to with names of specific [holiday] areas like 

Lake Garda which I love deeply.” 

Italian Female, 36

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 
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“One thing I haven't got my head around is posting my holiday 

photos on Facebook, or any other media website for that matter. 

To me, is seems like I'm exposing my personal life to all and 

sundry - even though I am aware that you can choose who can 

view and who can't; but nonetheless, it doesn't seem as safe and 

secure as it should be.” 

Australian Male, 46

“Thanks to this fantastic tool [Facebook] I was able to follow, 

together with others, my son‟s movements around Europe last 

summer, as he was on a training course on board a travelling ship. 

It was an amazing experience to say the least.” 

Italian Male, 56

“I recently bought a trip in Italy thanks to „Groupalia‟, which sends 

me ads every day and advertises creating a message chain on 

Facebook. It was (later) bought by my sister and some friends”. 

Italian Female, 35

“Navigating on Facebook I very often notice photos or video from 

friends of mine, who have been to dream destinations such as 

Zanzibar or the Dominican Republic and places such as London, 

New York etc. Seeing these places, the pictures, the comments, 

the videos made me want to go there on holiday.” 

Italian Male, 30

“I find (Facebook) very useful to keep updated on events that are 

advertised by my friends.” 

Italian Male, 30

“I am obsessed with Facebook. In other words no day goes by 

when I don‟t access this social network and start writing, 

commenting on the various links posted by other people, posting 

photos I take during my nights out dancing or holidays or trips in 

general.” 

David, Italian Male, 30

XXX

Just one participant indicated that she used Facebook to collect offers and coupons. In this case it was specifically to purchase a 

holiday trip at a discount by getting together enough friends on Facebook to qualify for the deal. There was no indication from the 

study whether it was more or less likely that such activities would increase in the near future.
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Facebook was a common medium for sharing YouTube content. Respondents tended to share content which they found 

sufficiently inspiring or engaging. YouTube is primarily used for light entertainment by respondents across all ages and from all 

regions. Respondents tended to view funny clips or catch up on TV shows they had missed. One respondent mentioned that 

she uses tutorial videos for her hobbies. Though a number of respondents said they find documentaries and travel shows highly

engaging, especially when they are thinking about places to visit, only one explicitly stated that she got inspiration from 

YouTube to visit destinations.

Catching up 
on missed 
TV shows

Listen to 
music

Clips of 
world events

Inspiration 
for holidays

Funny / 
entertaining 
video clips

“I do trust YouTube and will watch comedy on it.”

Australian Male, 52

“I enjoy watching videos (on YouTube) made by other people and I must 

say that I have learnt a lot. I share this with one of my sons. This is 

indeed a way of spending time with him having fun, too. Let‟s not talk 

about when my dearest friends come over for dinner, we spend the 

whole night laughing...” 

Italian Female, 50

“On YouTube I recently saw video footage of the cyclone that struck 

Queensland and the subsequent flooding of the Brisbane River. Nothing 

more made me want to travel to that destination and help any way I 

could.” 

Australian Male, 46

“The sites which inspired me most for my holidays abroad are Facebook 

and YouTube....by watching the photos and videos by friends and 

people I follow on YouTube and who had already been abroad. In 

particular, I am very inspired to go to Dublin and.”

Italian Female, 22

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 
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“I tried Twitter and I don't like it.”

Australian Female, 32

“Personally, I‟m not a fan of following celebrities on websites and sites 

like Twitter. I have better things to do!” 

Australian Male, 34 

“I'm afraid social media play absolutely no part whatsoever in any 

holiday decisions I have made. For that matter I doubt that it ever would 

play any role. I do have some business contacts through Facebook & 

Twitter, and it is possible that I could ask one for an area I was going to 

visit for some advice, but it hasn‟t happened.”

Australian Female, 55

“I have never per se chosen a destination based on social media, but 

Facebook in particular (and Twitter to a lesser extent) have had a 

considerable effect on how I think about travel, specifically when friends 

post pictures and talk about their travels. It‟s something that I highly 

enjoy doing myself. This has definitely made me consider different 

locations and attractions.” 

American Male, 22

• Only a handful of respondents use Twitter and nearly all of them were US respondents under the age of 35. 

• While the majority of them view and upload updates to friends and people they follow, a slightly smaller number followed 

celebrities and brands.

• Those who followed brands wanted to keep in touch with product updates and deals, while those following celebrities did so 

as a „guilty pleasure‟.

• Only one respondent mentioned that he explicitly follows deal sites that include deals on airfares and holidays to pick up 

relevant travel information.
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Participants generally used Trip Advisor, Turisti per Caso and Travelblog to get a general feel for a place, rather than to make 

firm bookings. As such these sites have an important role to play in keeping a holiday aspiration alive and helping people 

decide which activities they want to participate in, at a destination. When people are set on a particular holiday destination, they 

are also an important stepping stone for people to begin accommodation bookings, though people will still use comparison sites 

and other sources before finalising these.

“We love sites like travelblog.org and Trip Advisor so we can get a wide 

array of opinions and ideas on where to go in a certain country... I find 

travelblog.org to be especially useful because the journal entries are 

presented to you right away in order of the most recent entry first. I can 

also just choose to search according to my own preferences… I find 

that I would want to hear about the most recent trips first. This gives me 

a better sense of whether we should travel to that country, what season 

should we travel, and to what locations within that country we should 

go.”

American male, 31

“I don‟t use social networks such as Facebook for holiday inspiration..., 

but I do use social forums such as Turisti per Caso or il Giramondo. On 

these sites I find reviews, which sometimes help me choose a hotel or 

resort.” 

Italian Male, 56

Though review sites are generally highly valued because posts are 

seen as coming from like-minded individuals, they are but a single 

element in a complex decision-making process. 

Trip Advisor was extensively used by Australian and Italian 

respondents, though some of the latter preferred Turisti per Caso

because they thought the information was more reliable and less 

influenced by marketing. 

A handful of participants (all Italian) were cautious about the 

information they gathered on Trip Advisor, thinking that it was too 

opinionated, that hoteliers were posting their own reviews and that 

conflicting reviews could make the decision-making process even 

more confusing. Turisti per Caso also had the advantage of being 

associated with a well-established Italian TV program by the same 

name, thus strengthening its position as a reliable portal.

US respondents mentioned travelblog.org as a source of inspiration 

for ideas on where to travel. 

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 
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The extent to which people follow or are fans of something

Following something on Twitter or „liking‟ something on Facebook were prevalent activities only amongst the most active social 

media users, who tended to be people under 35, American and active rather than passive users of multiple social media 

platforms. Italian participants were considerably less likely to „like‟ or „follow‟ something and mostly followed celebrities, while US 

and Australian respondents were more likely to keep track of companies, products, museums, galleries and in one case 

enjoyEngland.

To a large extent, people only followed or liked things from which they wanted regular news updates – rarely did they upload their own posts. Companies 

tended to be followed or „liked‟ because people were keeping an eye open for product updates, special offers or, in one case airfare deals. The companies 

that were followed tended to be those the person already had a strong affinity to – they liked their iPad, their clothing or jewellery, or in the case of 

enjoyEngland, the person frequently travels to England. As such, products or organisations were only followed when they were meeting existing 

needs. 

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 
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Why people follow brands and people

People wanted regular news updates on the celebrity, product or place they are interested in, though a minority also wanted to 

emphasise their support to other social media users. Support for destinations was very strong amongst those who had already 

visited a location. All those respondents who mentioned following a celebrity, brand or place felt more engaged after 

becoming fans or following them – celebrities appeared more „human‟, while perceptions of products and places improved 

because participants learnt more about them through the regular news updates.

“I don‟t follow celebrities, but I do „like‟ a whole heap of companies, e.g. 

STA travel, YHA, VirginBlue, Jetstar, AirAsia etc. to hear about their 

offers and things that are interesting.” 

Australian Male, 52

“I don't follow any celebrities, or any well known brands. There are 

clothing shops that are only found at festivals and online and as such I 

can keep up with them online; i.e. a shop had a sale that they only put 

on Facebook. Plus I also follow some local art galleries that I love. 

They add new art immediately, have competitions through Facebook

and invite you to events like opening nights.” 

Australian Female, 32

“Additionally, I follow a lot of deal sites on Twitter where they often 

promote great airfare deals. This inspires me to further investigate a 

vacation if I can get a great airfare price.”

American Female, 24

“I follow places and brands that I've tried and liked and these pages 

keep me up to date with them.”

Australian Female, 43

Base: FreshMinds, 45 interviews conducted across 3 regions 

Uploaded by participant: places they‟d like to visit
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Perceptions of the Facebook LoveUK Site

Feedback from the eight respondents who looked at the LoveUK site was mixed, with a number of people being critical of its 

functionality and only one person saying they would recommend it to someone who was going to visit the UK. Some also could 

not tell who the target audience was – international travellers, or Britons who wanted to express their loyalty to the country. Still, 

people were broadly positive about the design and layout of the site, especially the logo.

Base: 8 respondents from the US and Australia

Participants raised a number of navigation and functionality 

concerns regarding the site. Half the respondents reported that they 

could not link to pictures, which respondents felt were key to making a site 

interesting and bringing a destination to life. Two respondents specifically 

said they could not easily look at the top 50 sites advertised.

Two respondents suggested there were unnecessary steps involved in 

reaching interesting areas of the website – one wondered why she had to 

„like‟ the page first and called into question whether the 120,000 fans were 

„fans‟ or people simply forced to like the page to see the content. 

The content was alternatively described as official (credible in this case), 

interesting and geared to a Generation Y audience (one respondent), 

boring (one respondent) and uninformative (one respondent). The photos 

were described as „eye-catching and beautiful‟ by one respondent who 

however felt the site lacked overall visual appeal. 

One respondent said the site was „well-organised and to the point‟.

“I think the Britain site is extremely uninformative. I love the coloured 

balloon, but not much else. I thought a few things were links, but nothing I 

clicked worked. The friends that were listed when I looked were basically 

businesses. These didn't appear to be tourists or potential tourists!”

Australian Female, 55

“The LoveUK Facebook page is interesting and has a lot of info, but is 

sorely lacking in many areas. The fact that you need to 'like' it in order to 

see almost any of the content, and especially the featured 'top 50' places”.

Thus, I feel that many of the approximately 120,000 likes are from people 

who ... are not necessarily interested in becoming fans otherwise. 

American Male, 22

People were broadly positive about the design of the site, suggesting 

it looked „nice‟ and „ok‟. Two people explicitly commented that the coloured 

balloon logo looked good. However, one person suggested that the site 

should include a picture of the country because “pictures do more to get 

people there than anything else. Pictures are powerful.” We understand 

that photos are present on the site but it appears that users were not 

viewing them

People had a mixed response as to whether the site was targeted at 

international travellers looking to come to the UK. One person looking 

at the friends of the website was disappointed to see that they were „mostly 

businesses‟, thus calling into question the authenticity of the community. 

Two respondents said they could not be sure whether the site was meant 

for international travellers thinking of the UK as a destination, or whether it 

was meant as a page for Britons to express their love for their country. One 

person suggested “VisitBritain” would be a better name, because it is more 

closely associated with what international travellers would be doing.

One person said the site gathered useful travel information in one place, 

which would be helpful to people thinking of travelling to the UK.

Design and Logo 

Target audiences and Existing MembersNavigation, Functionality and Content

Quotes
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Perceptions of the Pure New Zealand and France Facebook

sites

One respondent thought that the France Facebook page was better than the LoveUK page because it offered better functionality 

and the ability to post messages to other users on a wall. 

A number of people liked the competition on the New Zealand Facebook page and the ability to post what they liked . They felt 

that personal recommendations from other users were better than simply having a list of things to do.

Base: 8 respondents from the US and Australia

Respondents mainly had positive things to say about the New Zealand 

Facebook page for a variety of reasons.

One respondent said the Pure New Zealand page was better than LoveUK

because it allowed people to post what they liked and that travellers could 

share recommendations with each other. 

Two respondents were particularly attracted to the competition running on 

the site, with one saying it “grabbed” his attention.

One respondent said that the France site was just as good as the LoveUK

page, whilst another said that it was definitely the best, for the following 

reasons:

> The photos were clickable and there was a wall you could post 

information on

> There was a clear link that took you through to www.france.fr where you 

could easily choose your language of choice

> It contained good information

The respondent said that for these reasons, she would visit this site before 

visiting Europe again in the near future.

On the other hand, one respondent said they thought the LoveUK site was 

more official looking and therefore more credible than the France page; 

though she liked the fact-based content on LoveUK, she also missed the 

immediacy of the personal opinions and experiences on the France site. 

A final respondent said that the site was very average, and he wouldn‟t use 

it, even though he was visiting France in five weeks‟ time.

France New Zealand

The competition was the first thing visitors saw when 

opening the site

http://www.france.fr/
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Facebook LoveUK site: Recommendations for Improvement

1. Introduce contests and competitions

Respondents felt that the LoveUK site could learn from the 100% Pure 

New Zealand site and run competitions on a regular basis, to get more 

people interested in joining the page. 

“Run a competition: if you post VisitBritain on your wall, you are in the 

running for some sort of prize, e.g. £50 oyster card, a night free 

accommodation.”

American Female, 49

2. Remove as many barriers as you can to navigating the site

Making people „like‟ a page before they can view content can help an 

organisation collect „fans‟ at a fast pace, but it can equally turn people 

off viewing the page, especially if they do not yet feel they have a 

reason for expressing a like. As such, it may be worthwhile reducing 

the number of steps people need to take to reach the most appealing 

partsof the page – the pictures and top 50 sites.

3. Make the target audience more explicit

While the title of the page is now difficult to change, it is essential that 

the friends of the page better reflect the target audiences‟ 

demographic. If people feel there are more businesses than like-

minded travellers on the page, this might put off potential fans who are 

concerned about being marketed to.

4. Enhance content

Photos are the lifeblood of holiday inspirations and engaging websites 

– people want to see more of these. Equally important is content that 

expresses the travel experiences, likes and dislikes of other like-

minded travellers, which is not a prominent part of the site currently.

Uploaded by participant: places they‟d like to visit
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Perceptions of the VisitBritain Twitter site

Responses to the site were largely mixed, with negative responses mostly coming from people unfamiliar with Twitter. The most

negative responses were linked to the opening page, which appeared too busy to many respondents. Still, one respondent 

described it as „vibrant‟. Respondents generally felt the Twitter page was aimed at a travelling audience.

Base: 8 respondents from the US and Australia

Generally, respondents felt that the site was geared towards people 

wanting to find out more about travelling to the UK. However, it might 

be worth noting that only one respondent explicitly stated that they would 

use it to gather information about the UK themselves or recommend it to 

others, which suggests the site could be improved to improve its 

connection with people. 

Only one respondent felt that it was a site predominantly geared towards 

British Twitter users.

“I am on the mailing list for VisitBritain at the moment, and when I receive 

emails...I instantly see an attractive place to go, a part of my history that 

needs to be explored. The views, picturesque landscapes, icons etc. all 

stand out in that email – so why would I use this site? Maybe it's my 

unfamiliarity with the site itself.”

Australian Male, 46

“I would consider following this page if I needed guidance or ideas with 

planning a trip to the UK. It would be a good way of collecting ideas that I 

normally would not find on my own unless I did a lot of extensive research, 

and most people don‟t have the time for that. Overall, by the look and 

information, I definitely would recommend this site to someone that needed 

a little extra input on their trip to the UK.”

American Male, 23

The design of the page initiated both negative and positive reactions. 

Three people said that the site appeared „cluttered‟ and had too much 

going on and so the appearance of the page did not entice them to 

continue looking at other areas.

Two people said that they had a positive first impression of the site. One 

respondent described it as „super vibrant and colorful‟ and „definitely very 

inviting‟ whilst the other also commented positively about the colour and 

said they liked that the tweets had links to more useful content elsewhere. 

It is worth noting that the latter respondent said that he was not a twitter 

user but that he would consider using it now that he‟d seen this site: 

“Looking at this site I feel like I‟ve been missing something with twitter. It‟s 

good, it‟s colourful and all the tweets seem to link back to useful 

information.” Australian Male, 52

Half of the respondents who looked at the site described it as useful.

One respondent said that there was too much information on the site which 

was overloading. Another said that they didn‟t like having to click through 

links for every new post. It should be noted that both these comments 

came from people who did not use the twitter platform. 

Design

InformationTarget Audience

Quotes
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Perceptions of the Spain and VisitEngland Twitter sites

The number of respondents who looked at the Spain and VisitEngland sites were very low, but amongst this group, the 

VisitBritain Twitter site came out on top. They thought VisitBritain‟s Twitter site linked back to more information that was 

specifically aimed at the needs of travellers. 

Base: 8 respondents from the US and Australia

Some people were very positive, whilst others just didn’t like the 

twitter format

Two people thought that the VisitEngland site was the best – because it 

provided the greatest amount of useful information for a family planning 

a vacation.

However, the respondent who criticised the Spanish content for not being 

useful also said the same about VisitEngland – that it was too factual in a 

general way, with little information that a traveller could use personally. 

Another said VisitEngland had a lesser portion of useful links than 

VisitBritain.

Feedback in relation to Spain’s Twitter page was mixed

One respondent who had a poor first impression of the VisitBritain page 

also thought the same about Spain‟s page. He stated: 

“It again appears cluttered with too much information, it is unattractive, the 

visuals are poor, the pictures are too small and certainly does not paint the 

picture of what Spain would be like to me.” Australian Male, 46

In relation to the content, two people had negative comments. One 

respondent said that the Spain page was only ‘fact-dropping’ without 

useful content or planning ideas for someone planning to visit the 

country, whereas the VisitBritain site did. In addition, one respondent 

said that because the tweets didn‟t link to content elsewhere, they wouldn‟t 

be very useful for him.

Spain VisitEngland
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VisitBritain Twitter site: Recommendations for Improvement

1. Make the opening page less cluttered

A high number of respondents felt the opening page was too busy to 

identify where to go for interesting information. Toning down the red 

flag and simplifying its lay-out might make it more acceptable to a 

greater number of users. 

“(You could) pick a not so bright background - maybe with just the one 

picture instead of all the little ones? I'm not sure where to look – it‟s too 

bitsy”.

Australian Female, 32

2. Integrate it better with other social media platforms

One person thought that more could be done to integrate content with 

travel reviews, accommodation and flight information, and perhaps link 

it up with Expedia. Doing the latter may however undermine the site‟s 

authenticity, if one takes into account the importance that travellers 

placed on the independence of official tourism sites.

Another said it is essential that all of VisitBritain‟s other platforms 

linked back to the Twitter site, and that the organisation should 

consider using QR codes in advertising to bring people to the site.

4. Ensure immediate viewer impact

One person suggested the site needs to faster at establishing what it 

can do for the visitor.

“It‟s gotta be quick and visual, and give me something of value, 

otherwise I will move on. I reckon you have about 10 seconds to catch 

people these days...it‟s survival of the fastest (not the fittest).”

Australian Male, 52

Uploaded by participant: places they‟d like to visit
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Perceptions of the VisitBritain.tv site

The „grey‟ and „cold‟ picture of Tissington that appeared on the homepage elicited a negative reaction when respondents first 

accessed the site. Still, the feedback overall was positive – all of the respondents who viewed the site said that they would 

recommend the site to family and friends planning a holiday to Britain. 

Base: 6 respondents from the US and Australia

Respondents said the site would be useful for people planning a 

holiday to Britain

About half of the respondents said that the site would be useful for people 

planning a trip to Britain who wanted to find out about things to do. 

However, one person said they didn‟t think the site would be “enticing 

enough to sway someone's opinion of where they would like to travel.” 

Two respondents said they thought the site would suit travellers wanting to 

go to smaller countryside locations, rather than major cities. One added 

that this was likely to be those from a more mature demographic.

All the respondents said that they would recommend the site to 

others

Respondents said they would recommend the site because it would help 

people planning a visit to Britain. The site highlighted places they had not 

previously heard about and also had useful information, such as about the 

oyster card.

There were contrasting views about the design and appearance of the 

site

A number of people said that the site was well laid out with easy to locate 

information, a good colour scheme and many eye catching icons. One 

respondent also said they liked the fact that there was a video playing as 

soon as the website opens as it „pulls the viewer in right away‟. 

Two respondents thought the colour scheme was „bland and needed a little 

more pop‟ and that the site looked „boring and unexciting‟. In addition, two 

people said they were turned off by the picture of Tissington – saying it 

was unappealing as it was grey and cold.

Respondents were positive about the content of the site

Respondents were most positive about the contents of the site, saying it 

was informative with „a lot of useful information especially for someone 

who wants to discover Britain!‟; they said it highlighted interesting 

destinations with interesting clips attached. 

There was one negative comment from an American respondent younger 

than 35 who thought the number of social media links „where a bit 

overwhelming.‟

Design and Appearance Content

Target Audience Recommending the Site
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Perceptions of enjoyEngland and Discover Ireland

The VisitBritan.tv site compared favourably with the enjoyEngland and Discover Ireland YouTube channels. VisitBritain.tv was 

described as having “more videos and better quality of video” than the others and a lot more in-depth information, detail and 

helpful links.

Base: 6 respondents from the US and Australia

Only one respondent commented on the Discover Ireland site, saying that it had a bit more 

of a commercial feel to it, highlighting a lot of information quickly, which he felt was good. 

The respondent said however there shouldn‟t be so many shots of the water, and said it 

should instead focus more on the local food, shops and crafts.

The enjoyEngland youtube channel did not compare favourably with VisitBritain.tv

VisitBritain.tv was said to have a lot more information and better links and videos than the 

enjoyEngland site. One respondent said that the enjoyEngland site didn‟t showcase all that 

England has to offer. 

Another respondent said they liked that VisitBritain has it's own online TV channel and it is 

not part of YouTube. 

x

x

Uploaded by participant: places they‟d like to visit
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VisitBritain TV: Recommendations for Improvement

As the site had good feedback, there were only a few recommendations for improvement. These mainly focused on improving 

the homepage‟s image content for first-time visitors.

Base: 6 respondents from the US and Australia

1. Make sure images on the homepage are attractive

Throughout the research participants have stressed the importance of 

highly attractive and engaging images both in raising their interest in 

websites and holiday destinations. As such it is important that images of 

the UK are as attractive as they can be.

2.  Add more bespoke content

One respondent suggested that the website can cater for more bespoke 

content, for travellers who like to do something different from the norm. He 

suggested that future webcasts can include information on festivals and 

local events. 

Recommendations

The Tissington photo that appeared on the homepage, which respondents felt was 

unattractive
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Suggestions for VisitBritain to better leverage social media

Respondents felt that it was important for VisitBritain to link engaging content with more incentives such as competitions and 

special offers. They also stressed that it is important to ensure complete integration across all of its platforms and make sure that 

these also link to other websites that travellers might find useful when considering a holiday in the UK.

Run competitions and 

giveaways

“Competitions and give-aways are 

always a good way to attract more 

viewers and users to a site and the 

upcoming Royal Wedding at the 

moment is probably an attraction in 

itself”

Australian Female, 53

“The best way would be to give 

incentives for „liking‟ something. It 

would get a lot more customers 

and the word would go around a lot 

faster. They might even give a map 

of Britain away or a hand-out of 

recommended sites for visitors and 

a list of things to do.”

American Male, 32

Foster a sense of community

“I personally would prefer a 
newsletter email or blog format 
where you read about someone 
else‟s experiences and see photos 
all on the same page. And have the 
opportunity for comments from 
other people's personal 
experiences”.
Australian Female, 32

“If Visit Britain wants to use social 
media, I would suggest a forum for 
people to ask questions and give 
advice. That and/or a blog section 
maybe divided up by region. The 
travel bureau look of the site is 
very nice and informative without 
too much advertisement in your 
face. However, Facebook isn't 
really the best means for travellers 
to interact and share. Online 
forums and blogs are where I do 
my best research and I think that is 
what VisitBritain is lacking”.
American Male, 31

Integrate social media with 

above-the-line advertising

“Ideally the website needs to be 

advertised. Billboard, banners on 

travel websites even email 

accounts such as msn, hotmail, 

AOL etc. will highlight the site and 

make people check it out”.

Australian Male, 34

Link to websites that are not 

obviously related to travel

“Maybe VisitBritain could do the 

same thing as Ireland is doing, and 

use the historical family link as a 

way of attracting people. Websites 

that allow you to trace your family 

history back to somewhere within 

England itself [could be partners].

Australian Male, 46

Uploaded by participant: places they‟d like to visit
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Key information sources

US respondents relied heavily on friends and family 

for information on where to travel. Online websites, 

especially those run by recognised brands such as Rick Steve are 

deemed very reliable, as are blogs – any sites which suggest 

content is written by like-minded travellers.

31%

Key Characteristics of US holidaymakers

Base: 15 interviews

Summary and key points

> Americans are avid social media users – more so than Italians 
or Australians – and the only market to substantively use  
Twitter

> Social media, especially Facebook, play a predominantly 
inspirational role in the holiday decision-making process, 
though a marginal group use fan-pages and Twitter to gather 
information about travel deals and airfares. 

> They are very confident online travel-information researchers 
and tend to make all of their bookings online – this was true 
for younger and older respondents.

> In collecting and distributing holiday experiences to friends 
and family, Americans predominantly use Facebook, travel 
blogs and photo blogs.

29%

24%

76%

16%

44%100%

82% 9% 9%

Summary of social media use
The proportion (%) of 

participants who viewed 

content in the last month

The proportion (%) of 

participants who uploaded

content in the last month

Types of Holidays

US respondents were especially keen on beach and adventure holidays, 

while the activities at a destination that most appealed to them were 

sightseeing, absorbing the local culture and relaxing.

Key destinations planned in the next five years

France, Italy, England, Spain, Israel

> France and Italy were top of mind for US respondents. Asked why, 

the food and culture were most often mentioned. 

> Those who mentioned England wanted to see the sites in London 

such as the Tower of London and Big Ben, and pursue „heritage‟ 

activities.

Key considerations/factors when going on holiday

US respondents mentioned that they only receive 20 days 

annual leave a year, so travel time spent is a major 

consideration in determining destinations they visit. Cost is also a key 

determinant of where a person will travel, and activities for children is a 

consideration for those with families. 

<<Sites most 

frequently used 

to source travel 

information.
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Summary and key points

> Australian travellers were less likely to use social media than 
their American counterparts, particularly amongst older 
travellers. Though they were more likely to be active users, 
the diversity of platforms used was less than what Italians 
used, with a strong concentration on Facebook and YouTube. 

> Australian respondents were considerably less likely to use 
travel review sites than Italians, but more likely to use Twitter 
and Facebook to track updates from brands, which included 
travel fan-pages.

> Australian travellers were also the most likely of all the 
regions to use official destination sites for information, as they 
considered these informative and unbiased.

> Facebook was a key facilitator in collecting and distributing 
holiday experiences and inspirations amongst friends.

Key information sources

The Getaway TV show was cited by a number of 

respondents as inspirational. Travel blogging 

communities such as the Lonely Planet or Trip Advisor were 

considered reliable, as were official tourism sites and fan-pages, but 

these were not as important as word of mouth.

Key Characteristics of Australian holidaymakers

Base: 15 interviews

Summary of social media use
The proportion (%) of 

participants who viewed 

content in the last month

The proportion (%) of 

participants who uploaded

content in the last month

Types of Holidays

Australian travellers particularly enjoy beach holidays and city breaks, 

and mentioned family holidays more than participants from the other two 

regions

Key destinations planned in the next five years

USA, England, China, Canada, France

> Australian travellers mentioned the greatest diversity of destinations 

when asked where they would like to travel to in the next five years. 

This suggests a more competitive landscape for destinations.

> England was particularly mentioned by those who have, or had, 

friends and family living there. A number also mentioned wanting to 

visit England to explore their ancestry.

Key considerations/factors when going on holiday

As with American and Italian travellers, cost was a key 

consideration, especially the cost of flights and what currency 

exchanges looked like. Australian participants were also more likely to 

raise practical issues where travel was concerned: accessibility, family 

friendly activities.

<<Websites 

most frequently 

used to source 

travel 

information

100%

73%

67% 40% 27% 20%

13% 7% 13% 13%
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Key information sources

Family and friends are especially important sources of 

information in Italy. Unlike the other two regions, travel 

agents remain an important source of information and influencer in 

the holiday planning process, even though most Italians now use 

online sources to gather information. Turisti per Caso is considered 

especially reliable amongst online sources. 

Key Characteristics of Australian holidaymakers

Base: 15 interviews

Summary and key points

> Italians were the least likely to make use of social media and 
online information, especially the over 35 year-old group. 
However, they were avid viewers of accommodation reviews 
on sites like Trip Advisor and used message boards and 
forums to gather holiday information much more than 
American and Australian respondents.

> Amongst Italians there was more suspicion regarding the 
reliability of posts on Trip Advisor and official city or country 
tourism websites. However, this did not preclude them using 
the information in the decision-making process.

> As with the other two groups, Italians got inspiration for 
holidays from friends and family‟s posts on Facebook, but 
were less likely to use social media platforms to gather 
specific holiday information when planning a trip.

Summary of social media use
The proportion (%) of 

participants who viewed 

content in the last month

The proportion (%) of 

participants who uploaded

content in the last month

Types of Holidays

As with the other two regions, Italians favoured beach holidays and city 

breaks. They were also keen on sight-seeing, but placed greater 

emphasis on shopping and cultural activities like viewing art. 

Key destinations planned in the next five years

1. Spain, England, Australia, Dominican Republic

> Italian respondents also showed an interest in a high diversity of 

destinations, when asked where they would like to travel in the next 

five years.

> Younger Italians were keen on travelling to England to practice their 

English. London was also highly attractive as a shopping destination 

with a lot of sightseeing opportunities.

Key considerations/factors when going on holiday
As with the other two regions the cost of getting to a 
destination and the exchange rate is the primary determinant 

of where a traveller will go. For Italians, good weather and a warm travel 
season are especially important, and attractive package deals are a major 
consideration. Italian respondents also appeared more likely to want to stay 
in one place, with a focus on comfort and relaxation.

<<Websites 

most frequently 

used to source 

travel 

information

80%93%93% 53% 13%

80% 7% 7% 20% 7%


